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Abstract
We present a tangential approach to the definition of plane curves. The ponctual definition is most used because the point P(x, y) is a precise object unlike the tangential definition
since the point of contact of the line with its envelope is not given. We propose the tangential definition as a natural method. Next we recall some tangential transformations of
curves in the plane like pedal, anti-pedal, reciproqual polar w.r.t. a circle that gives often
derivate with interesting properties. At the end we look at the important cases of tangential
definitions as arcuids, Koestlin transformation and causticoids.

1
1.1

Curve as envelope of lines.
Punctual and tangential representations in the plane.

Curves are most often given by a ponctual equation f (x, y) = 0 in an orthonormal frame (Ox,
Oy). P(x,y) is on the curve if its coordinates (x, y) are solutions of f (x, y) = 0. If the curve is
algebraic the order of the ponctual equation is the degree (number of common real or complex
points of intersection with a line).
But since the time of Bernoullis and the beginning of envelope theory using new calculus it is
possible to define the curve as the envelope of its tangents or even of a variable curve depending
of one parameter. This is a classic result of calculus. The evolute of a plane curve is a defined as
envelope of the normal. With projective geometry and the concept of duality between points and
lines in the plane in nineteenth century the punctual and tangential generations can be considered
as complementary. The tangential equation is an algebraic condition on the parameters of the
line so it is a tangent to the curve. Tangential definition implies that the curve has a tangent
everywhere the point of contact is definite. There are singularities compatible with tangential
generation like cusps or double points.
G. Papelier [1] has written a book (in french) in 1894 to present curves and many properties of
conics from the tangential point of view. Tangential equation only gives the line in the plane
and the point of contact with the envelope curve is the limit intersection point of two nearby
lines or two curves approaching. Note that the tangent gives directly the slope at M.

1.2

Axial coordinates or polar tangential coordinates.

We use the parameters θ and the polar tangential equation (p, θ) :

x cos θ + y sin θ − p(θ) = 0
1

Figure 1: Tangential system of coordinates
sometimes called ”magic” equation which defines the current tangent to the curve (C). Note
that ρ = p(θ) is the equation of the pedal. If p(θ) = cos n.θ we get the tangential equation of
the cycloidals.
The Euler’s ”magic” equation above is a usefull method to derive new curves from one given
curve. The equations shows the natural link between the envelope of a curve and its pedal. This
gives an easy mean to find also the reciproqual polar of a plane curve if we complete the toolbox
of transformations with inversion centered at the pole O.

Figure 2: Axial system of coordinates
Another system is the axial coordinates defined by a length λ on an x-axis and the angle φ at
the crossing with the tangent-line. These two systems are equivalent (see part XIII) and it is
possible to transform one into the other.

x + y. tan φ − λ(φ) = 0
1.3

φ 6= π/2

Curve as the envelope of its tangents

Duality in projective geometry interprets theorems on points in a similar way as lines in the
plane. A theorem or an equation for points (x,y) has an interpretation in terms of lines (u, v) of
the theorem. A classic example is Pascal’s theorem (1639) is the polar reciprocal and projective
dual of Brianchon’s theorem (1810). The equation of a line in homogene coordinates is :
u.x + v.y + w.z = 0
2

(x, y, z) defines a point P on the line L or (u, v, w) a line L passing through P. A curve can be
defined by a ponctual equation : f(x, y, z)=0 or a tangential equation : g(u, v, w)=0. Plucker’s
relations give the correspondance between class and order counting numbers of dual singularities
(double points/double tangents, cusps/infexions, etc.). Line at infinity corresponds to z=0. In
euclidean plane we can set z=1 or w=1.
The tangential equation is another method to define plane curves with important useful properties for evolutes, involutes, caustics, envelopes of lines or curves in the large.
Tangential generation is one to one since two lines in the plane have a unique intersection point.
A tangent defines in general a unique point of the curve.

1.4

Tangential equation of a plane curve

A tangential equation of a plane curves is an implicit equation g(u, v) = 0. A line u.x+v.y+1 = 0
is tangent to the curve iff g(u, v) = 0. If the envelope is algebraic then the degree of the tangential
equation is the class of the curve : the number of real or complex tangents that can be traced
from any point in the plane to the curve.
Projective geometry uses polarities point-line to give dual correspondance between tangent-lines
and points in the plane. Reciproqual polar is an example of these general transformations linked
with conics.
To summarize there are three kinds of tranformations : point-point (as homothetie), point-line
(as polarity) and line-line (as Laguerre T.S.D.R. or Koestlin transformation).

1.5

Formulas to find ponctual-tangential equations of a plane curve

If f(x, y, z)=0 and (X0 , Y0 , Z0 ) is the point of contact of the tangent :
X.PX0 0 + Y.PY0 0 + Z.PZ0 0 = 0
then the following formulas give the tangential equation from the ponctual equation :
0
fX
f0
f0
0
= Y0 = Z0
uX0 + vY0 + wZ0 = 0
u
v
w
If g(u, v, w)=0 the following formulas gives the ponctual equation from the tangential equation :

x
y
z
= 0 = 0
0
gu
gv
gw
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ux + vy + wz = 0

Intrinsic equations of a plane curve

ds
If Rc is the radius of curvature Rc = dθ
at M, θ is the angle of current tangent with an initial
tangent and s the arc length from on initial point on the curve. Two of the three give the third
one. We have the following equations useful to define a curve in intrinsic cordinates :

h(s, θ) = 0

(1)

g(Rc , θ) = 0

(2)

f (s, Rc ) = 0

(3)

3

2.1

Some simple examples of intrinsic equations

A line is defined by :
Rc = ∞

dθ = 0
a circle by :
ds = k.dθ

Rc = k

A logarithmic spiral by :
ds = ek.θ .dθ

Rc = ek.θ

R=A.s

And a general curve by :
Z
ds = f (θ).dθ

t

f (θ).dθ

s=

Rc = h(s)

to

The third form f (s, Rc ) = 0 is often used by E. Cesaro. Cycloidals and pseudo-cycloidals
correspond to the equations of conics :
s2
a2

2.2

±

Rc2
b2

=1

(4)

Curve as locus of the center of a rolling variable circle.

Parametric equations of the curve are (R=y):

x=

R

y.dθ

y=ρ

(5)

This is another interpretation of the definition of a couple wheel-ground since the above
equations are exactly those defining the ground when the equation of the wheel is given. The
circle with a variable radius is the osculating circle and its center runs on the
R Mannheim curve
(R = f (s)). The coordinate x is the integral of arc on the variable circle ( Rc .dθ) and is the
same arc length as the initial curve.

2.3

Triangle MTN - Tangent subtangent / Normal subnormal (Leibniz differential triangle : dx, dy, ds)

M(x(t), y(t)) is the current point of the curve then n=MN is the normal, t=MT the tangent ,
sn= HN the sub-normal and st=HT the sub-tangent. The ds is equal to the arc of circle passing
through M centered at N and this variable circle has (C) as envelope. The differential triangle
(dx, dy, ds) is similar to the THM (’ is derivation wrt x).
y0 =

dy
dx2
dy 2
= tan γ = tan(π/2 − V ) ds2 = dx2 + dy 2 =
=
dx
cos2 γ
tan2 V

st = − yy0

sn = y.y 0

t2 = y 2 (1 +

4

1
y 02 )

n2 = y 2 (1 + y 02 )

Figure 3: Leibniz differential triangle in Orthonormal (y, x)

2.4

Polar Triangle MTN - Tangent subtangent / Normal subnormal (Leibniz
differential triangle : dρ, ρdθ, ds)

M(ρ(t), θ(t)) is the current point of the curve then pn=MN is the polar normal, pt=MT the
polar tangent , psn= ON the polar sub-normal and pst=OT the polar sub-tangent. The ds is
equal for a couple of curves wheel-ground linked by Gregory’ transformation ( ’ is derivation wrt
θ):
Z
Z
dx
y=ρ
x = ρdθ
or
ρ=y
θ=
y 6= 0
y
For the wheel in polar coordinates, the differential triangle (ρ.dθ, dρ, ds) is similar to the TOM.

Figure 4: Leibniz differential triangle in wheel (ρ, θ) the two triangles matche at contact point
ρ
ρdθ
=
= tan V = tan(π/2 − γ)
0
ρ
dρ

ds2 = ρ2 dθ2 + dρ2 =
5

dρ2
ρ2 dθ2
=
cos2 V
sin2 V

2

pst = − ρρ0
3

psn = ρ0

pt2 = ρ2 (1 +

1
ρ02 )

pn2 = ρ2 (1 + ρ02 )

Systems of tangential coordinates in the plane.

We list some coordinate systems by families of lines or circles the envelope of which is the defined
curve.

3.1

Tangential generation of a curve : pedal and antipedals

Transformations pedal and antipedals are auto correlations (polarity) and relates a tangential
generation to a ponctual generation. We have used it in paper III to create infinite numbers
of plane curves and generalization of sinusoidal spirals and Ribaucour curves. Inversion and
reciproqual polar w.r.t. to a circle complete the means to generate new curves parametrized by
tan V .

3.2

Change of coordinates ortonormal - axial :
x(t), y(t) ←→ λ(t), θ(t)

We have the following equation for axial coordinates :
λ(t) = x(t) − y(t)/y 0 (t)
x(t) = λ(t) + st

3.3

θ = arctan y 0 (t)

y(t) = st. tan θ(t)

Change of coordinates polar - axial :
p(t), θ(t) ←→ λ(t), φ(t)
p(t)
θ(t) = π/2 − φ(t)
cos V
p(t) = λ(t) cos(φ(t))
φ(t) = π/2 − θ(t)
λ(t) =

4

Curves as envelopes of circles

These curves defined as the envelopes of a variable circle function of one parameter t with the
center on a given curve (C). The variable circle moving in the plane is defined by the locus of
the center I (C : x(t), y(t)) and its radius R(t). The equation of the circle is :
(X − x(t))2 + (Y − y(t))2 = R2 (t)
The derivation w.r.t. t gives the second equation for the envelope :
(X − x(t)).x0 (t) + (Y − y(t)).y 0 (t) = R(t).R0 (t)
This is the equation of the line joining the two points of contact. This line is orthogonal to the
tangent at I to the locus of the center. So there are in general two points of contact of the circle
with its envelope. Envelopes of variable circles interested Cesaro (1900) [11], Goormaghtigh
(1916) and Boyle 2014 [13]. They knew that the three curves, the two branches of the envelope
and the locus of the center, where associated by strong links. They give the Cesaro theorem
[11]: the center of curvatures C1 an C2 at points of contact M1 , M2 and the point of contact C3
of the line M1 M2 with its envelope are on a same line.
We have the special cases :
→ R(t) = a (constant) then M1 and M2 are two parallele curves to C (I)
6

Figure 5: Envelope of a variable circle
→ R(t)= radius of curvature at M1 = M2 then I is on the evolute of C1 = C2 . A curve is the
envelope of its osculating circle.
→ When the line M1 M2 is equally inclined on the curves C1 and C2 and pass through a fixed
point O. The two curves correspond by inversion of center O.
→ If the variable circle function of t is constantly orthogonal to a fixed circle (O, d) then the line
M1 M2 pass through its center O and the two branches form an allagmatic curve (OM1 .OM2 =
d2 ). The ”deferente” is the curve (C) locus of the center I.
→ there are other interesting cases [12] :
- When one of the curves or the two is a line or a circle.
- When the curve (C) locus of the center I is a line or a circle, etc.

5

The Mannheim curve and generalization of L. Braude

If the intrinsic equation of a curve (C) is Rc = f (s) then its Mannheim curve is defined by
equation y = Rc = f (x) in orthonormal coordinates.
G.-B. Santangelo [4] and L. Braude [6] have found an equivalent interpretation of Steiner-Habicht
(for relations between the roulette of a curve and its pedal) theorem in 1910 :
- The curve of Mannheim (Rc = f (s) ↔ y = f (x)) and the radial (ρ = g(θ)) of a curve (C) are
a couple (ground / wheel) for the x-axis as the base-line.
L. Braude has generalized the Mannheim curves [6] to a base-curve replacing the base-line. The
generalized Mannheim curve is the locus of the center of curvature at the current point of contact
of the base and rolling curve. He calls generalized Mannheim curve of order n the locus of the
nth center of curvature at the current point.

7

6

The Arcuide of a plane curve (Koestlin 1906 [7]).

We recall the tangential generation of the arcuide of a plane curve (C).
To define the arcuid of (C) we choose an origin O1 for its arc length. We need a fixed oriented
line (D) on which we choose an origin O.
If for each current point M of (C) with curvilinear abcisse s =O1 M we place on the line (D)
a point T with x = s = OT = arc length O1 M . Through T we draw the line parallele to the
tangent to (C) at M. The envelope of this line is the arcuide of (C).
Using the ”magic” equation or the polar tangential equation :

Figure 6: Definition of the Arcuide.
x cos φ + y sin φ − s cos φ = 0
This equation can be written in the simpler form :
x + y tan φ − s = 0
And the parametric equations of this arcuide - with x’Ox as (D) and Rc = f (φ)- are :
Z
X = f (φ)dφ − f (φ) sin φ cos φ
Y = f (φ) cos2 φ
A simple example is the arcuid of the circle of radius a : it is a cycloid tangent to the x-axis=(D).
Z
X = adφ − a sin φ cos φ
Y = a cos2 φ

6.1

The arcuide of families of curves with proportionnal curvature (L. Braude
1913)

We get such families by a coefficient in the intrinsic equation R = f (s) replaced by R = c.f (s).
The Mannheim curves are affine transformed w.r.t. x-axis. The polar equation of the radial is :
Z
ds 
1
ρ = c.f
c
f (s)
And the arcuids of R = f (s) : (A’) and R = c.f (s) : (A’) are :
(A)

x + y tan φ − s = 0
8

(A0 )

x + y tan nφ − s = 0

So (A’) for these associated families of curves is obtained by dividing angle φ between the tangent
to (A) and x-axis in a constant proportion.

6.2

The arcuide of the logarithmic spiral

E. Koestlin has studied the special case of arcuide of the logarithmic spiral. The intrinsic
equation of spiral is R=a.s and Manheim curve is a line. The polar tangential equation of the
arcuid is R = A.emφ , s = ρ/ tan V = A.emφ / tan V :
x cos φ + y sin φ − A.emφ cos φ = 0
The parametric equations (x, y) are :
X = A.emφ cos2 φ

emφ
m
1 − sin 2φ
m
2
For m=0 the spiral is a circle so by a theorem of Chasles any diameter of a rolling circle rolling
Y = A.

Figure 7: The logarithmoid - (E. Koestlin 1907)
on a line has for envelope a cycloid half size of the one described by a point on the circle. The
curve for m 6= 0 is a generalization of the cycloid called by Koestlin the logarithmoid (see fig. 6).
It is composed of arches between two crossing lines. Cycloid is the special case of two parallele
lines. The arc length of the logarithmoid is :
ds = Ae2mt (m cos t − 2 sin t)dt
emt ((2 + m2 ) cos t − m sin t)
1 + m2
The evolutes of the logarithmoid are curves of the same family with intrinsic equation : Rc =
ek .φ cos φ. The curve can also be generated by a point angulary fixed on a variable circle (see
Part 14) rolling on x-axis. The center runs on a line passing through the origin, then a point
angulary fixed on the circle has for locus a logarithmoid.
E. Turriere has given equation of the pedal from O of the logarithmoid :
s=A

a.ρ = Cea.θ cos θ
9

It is a generalization of the well known Cochleoid, the pedal from cusp O to the cycloid in
classical position. The above equations of logarithmoid have been generalized by L. Braude [6]
and [14] to a class called logarithmoidals with tangential equations :
x cos φ + y sin φ − A.emφ cos nφ = 0
These include the cycloidals and the causticoids (see below) of the logarithmic spiral. All have
a rational element of arc length like the logarithmoid.

6.3

The arcuide of Tschirnhausen’s cubic
x=t−

t3
3

y = 1 + t2

The arc length is s = t + t3 /3 = λ and tan θ =

dy
dx

=

2t
.
1−t2

The equation of the tangent is :

x cos θ + y sin θ − s cos θ = 0
x + y tan θ − s = 0
2t
t3
−
t
−
=0
1 − t2
3
The parametric equations of the arcuid are :
x+y

4
Xa = t3
3

1
Ya = (1 − t2 )2
2

ds = 2t(1 + t2 )dt
The parametric equations of the evolute of this arcuid are :
4
Xe = t + t3 − t5
3

Ye =

1
5
+ t2 + t4
2
2

ds = 2t(1 + 6t2 + 5t4 )dt

Figure 8: Arcuids of Tschirnhausen’s cubic and its evolute

10

For the other following tangential equation also for the TC:
1 − t2
t3
−t−
=0
2t
3
The parametric equations of the envelope of this line are :
x+y

1
Ye = 2(t − t3 )
3
It is another Tscirnhausen’s cubic dilated by +2. We see that these envelopes are algebraic as
the initial curve and have tangent parametrizations.
Xe = −2.t3

6.4

Generalized arcuide (L. Braude -1913)

On two curves (C) and (C’) we fix an origin of arcs. If P on (C) an P’ on (C’) correspond to
the same value of s. Through P we trace a line parallele to the tangent at P’ to the curve (C’).
Leopold Braude calls the envelope Ag [(C), (C 0 )] the generalized arcuide of (C) w.r.t. (C’). If (C)
is a line we get the arcuide.

7

Koestlin transformation (1906)

Figure 9: Koestlin transformation : x-axis, αo
Koestlin transformation is an elementary tangential (axial) correspondance between tangents
similar to OTT or the Laguerre TSDR. Given a curve in the plane and a line (x-axis) : the
tangential transformation that maps any tangent to the curve (C) cut the x-axis at T to the
line passing through T and turned by α0 around T envelopes another curve : the Koestlintransformed. Orthogonal tangent transformation (OTT) used to study caustics by reflection is
a special case when α0 = ±π/2. Leopold Braude has given examples in the book [6] published
in 1914 (in french), a readable survey of what was known on rolling curves in the plane at that
time and a little forgotten.

7.1

Arcuide, Koestlin transformation and couple ground-wheel

L. Braude in [6, p 97] gives a useful generation of the arcuides using the couple Mannheim-Radial
of a curve (C) - as ground and wheel - :
”If the wheel rolls on its corresponding ground, a line g fixed to and passing through the pole
O of the wheel has for envelope the different arcuids that can be transformed between them by
Koestlin transformation by variation of line g.”
And any line fixed to the wheel has for envelope a curve parallele to the arcuide generated by a
line parallele to the first line passing through the pole of the wheel.
11

8

The Causticoid (Grane 1894).

The causticoid of a given plane curve (C) is defined in the following way : given a fixed direction
(D), angle γ between (D) and the tangent to (C). A line (D1 ) is traced through the current
point M with angle k.γ with the tangent to (C). The envelope of (D1 ) is called by Grane in [8]
the causticoid of (C) w.r.t. direction (D) for the module k.
We can use x-axis as the direction (D) to study examples of these curves. This is a generalization
of the caustics by reflection since this case corresponds to k=1 for light rays coming parallely to
(D) = x-axis. The resulting causticoid depends on the fixed direction and on the module k.
The parametric equations (X, Y ) of the causticoid when we know the parametric equation of

Figure 10: Definition of the Causticoid of (C), k or h=k+1.
the given curve (x(t), y(t)) are (Gomez Teixeira [2]) :
1
(x0 sin(k + 1)γ − y 0 cos(k + 1)γ) cos(k + 1)γ
k+1
1
Y =y+
(x0 sin(k + 1)γ − y 0 cos(k + 1)γ sin(k + 1)γ
k+1
He uses the tangent of initial curve to count the angle with fixed direction and direction kγ for
the line generating the cauticoid. We give formulas for parametric equations of the causticoide
(x-axis, h) when fixed direction is the x-axis. The current tangent to the initial curve at current
y0
point M is t = tan γ = xt0 . The line generating the causticoide passes through M with slope
t
tan hγ (note that h=k+1) and the equation of this line is :
X =x+

Y − y(t) = tan(hγ)(X − x(t))
We suppose tha the initial curve (C) is parametrized by the tangent - so t = tan γ and set
A(t)
tan(hγ) = B(t)
= F (t) (see my paper 15) and take the differential w.r.t. t :
−y 0 (t) = F 0 (t)(X − x(t)) − x0 (t)F (t)
We have the following punctual formulas for the causticoide :
12

X = x(t) +
Y = y(t) +

F (t)
F 0 (t)

F (t)
F 0 (t)

x0 (t) −

y 0 (t) 
F (t)


x0 (t)F (t) − y 0 (t)

These formulas are used to draw the examples of causticoides of : circle, parabola, logarithmic
spirale, Tschirnhausen’s cubic and exponential.

9

Examples of causticoids.

The above formulas show that when h=1 the causticoid is the initial curve, for h=2 it is the
caustic by reflection for light rays coming from x-axis direction.

9.1

Causticoids of the circle.

The circle equations are x = cos γ, y = sin γ and the equation of causticoide D=x’Ox, h are :
(1 − 2h) cos γ + cos(1 − 2h)γ
2h
(2h − 1) sin γ + sin(1 − 2h)γ
y=
2h

x=−

The element of arc length is :
ds
1 − 2h
=
. sin(1 − h)γ
dγ
h

9.2

Causticoids of the parabola.

The parabola’s equation is x = 2 tan γ, y = 1 + tan2 γ and the equation of causticoide D=x’Ox,
h are :
x=

−2 cos(1 + h)γ cos hγ
+ tan2 γ
h cos3 γ

y=

−2 cos(1 + h)γ sin hγ
+ 2 tan γ
h cos3 γ

The element of arc length is :
ds
2((2 + h) sin hγ + (h − 1) sin(2 + h)γ)
=
dγ
h cos4 γ

9.3

Causticoids of the Tschirnhausen’s cubic.

The TC’s equation is x = tan u − (1/3) tan3 u, y = 1 + tan2 u and the equation of causticoide
D=x’Ox, h are :
(2h − 3) sin 2u + 2h sin 4u + 3 sin(2(2h − 1)u)
12h cos4 u
(2h + (2h + 1) cos 2u − cos(2(2h − 1)u)
y=
4h cos4 u
The element of arc length is :
x=

ds
(1 + 2h) cos(2h − 3)u + (2h − 3) cos((1 − 2h)u)
=
du
2h cos5 u
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9.4

Causticoids of the logarithmic spiral.

The causticoids of the logarithmic spirals have been studied by Gomez Teixeira in Tome 3 p 204.
Their intrinsic equation is R = A.eaω . sin kω. If k=-1/2 we get the logarithmoid and for other
values of k the logarithmoidals. When a=0 the logarithmic spiral is a circle and the causticoids
are the cycloidals see [6] and [14]. The causticoides of the logarithmic spiral are generalizations
of cycloidals (circle replaced by a Logarithmic Spiral) called logarithmoidals by L. Braude. The
evolute of a curves R = A.eaω . sin kω is homothetic to the initial curve when k is real. The
developoids of these curves are in the same family.

10

The importance of parametrization by tangent function.

In calculus the slope of the tangent is :
dy
= tan γ
dx
where γ is the angle between x-axis and the tangent to the curve at current point in an orthonormal coordinate system. If we can get a parametrization of the curve by this tangent
dy
dx
function then the arc length is ds = cos
γ = sin γ and the arc length is easier to compute in
many cases.
that the Arctangent function is solution of a rational algebraic expression
R Note
dt
arctan t = 1+t2 . It is not the case of arccos t or arcsin t where there is a radical.
tan γ+tan γ0
The expression of tan(γ + γ0 ) = 1−tan
γ. tan γ0 is a rational function of tan γ The tranformations
presented in this paper are axial or tangential (see [10]) so the envelope curves correspond to
other tangent function. M. D’Ocagne uses a general relation for an axial (tangential) transformation :
F (γ, γ 0 ) = 0
y0 =

If F is a rational fraction relation G(tan γ, tan γ 0 ) = 0 then we can find the equation of the other
curve when we know one.
The above 3 tangential transformations (arcuids, causticoids, Koestlin) are possible links between curves with tangent parametrization (for short TP) and if initial curve is TP then the
transformed curve is TP. In general for the three cases the relation between angles are :
γ 0 = h.γ + γ0
The parameter h must be a rational (=m/n) if we want to keep algebraic curves.
E Koestlin, H. Wieleitner and L. Braude give the reason why arcuids have rational integrable
arc length. If a curve is a solution of an algebraic differential equation of first order f (y, y 0 ) = 0
then the arcuid is a curve of the same class and has, as a consequence, also an algebraic arc
length.
All this implies that the tangential transformations are a powerful tool to derive new TP curves
from known TP curves often having a computable arc length. This is the guiding principle of
all these papers. The envelope of the lines with arbitrary function g(t) :

x + y tan(hγ ± γ0 ) − g(tan γ) = 0
is Tangent Parametrized.
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Figure 11: Causticoids of the circle are the cycloidals h= -4 to +5
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Figure 14: Causticoid of the exponential: h= -6 to +7
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This article is the 19th on plane curves.
Part I : Gregory’s transformation.
Part II : Gregory’s transformation Euler/Serret curves with same arc length as the circle.
Part III : A generalization of sinusoidal spirals and Ribaucour curves
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Part IV: Tschirnhausen’s cubic.
Part V : Closed wheels and periodic grounds
Part VI : Catalan’s curve.
Part VII : Anallagmatic spirals, Pursuit curves, Hyperbolic-Tangentoid spirals, β-curves.
Part VIII : Translations, rotations, orthogonal trajectories, differential equations, Gregory’s
transformation.
Part IX : Curves of Duporcq - Sturmian spirals.
Part X : Intrinsically defined plane curves, periodicity and Gregory’s transformation.
Part XI : Inversion, Laguerre T.S.D.R., Euler polar tangential equation and d’Ocagne axial
coordinates.
Part XII : Caustics by reflection, curves of direction, rational arc length.
Part XIII : Catacaustics, caustics, curves of direction and orthogonal tangent transformation.
Part XIV : Variable epicycles, orthogonal cycloidal trajectories, envelopes of variable circles.
Part XV : Rational expressions of arc length of plane curves by tangent of multiple arc and
curves of direction.
Part XVI : Logarithmic spiral, aberrancy of plane curves and conics.
Part XVII : Cesaro’s curves - A generalization of cycloidals.
Part XVIII : Deltoid - Cardioid, Astroid - Nephroid, orthocycloidals
Part XIX : Tangential generation, curves as envelopes of lines or circles. Arcuides, causticoides.
Part XX : Tangential dual of Steiner Habicht theorem, Circular tractrices, newtonian catenaries,
circles as roulettes of a curve on a line.
Part XXI : Curves of direction, minimal surfaces and CPG duality.
Two papers in french :
1- Quand la roue ne tourne plus rond - Bulletin de l’IREM de Lille (no 15 Fevrier 1983)
2- Une generalisation de la roue - Bulletin de l’APMEP (no 364 juin 1988).
Gregory’s transformation on the Web : http://christophe.masurel.free.fr
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Figure 16: Arcuids logarithmoidals from L. Braude (1913)
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